Abstract-This paper presents an empirical study on the performance of mobile High Speed Packet Access (a 3.5G cellular standard usually abbreviated as HSPA) networks in Hong Kong via extensive field tests. Our study, from the viewpoint of end users, covers virtually all possible mobile scenarios in urban areas, including subways, trains, off-shore ferries and city buses. We have confirmed that mobility has largely negative impacts on the performance of HSPA networks, as fast-changing wireless environment causes serious service deterioration or even interruption. Meanwhile our field experiment results have shown unexpected new findings and thereby exposed new features of the mobile HSPA networks, which contradict commonly held views. We surprisingly find out that mobility can improve fairness of bandwidth sharing among users and traffic flows. Also the triggering and final results of handoffs in mobile HSPA networks are unpredictable and often inappropriate, thus calling for fast reacting fallover mechanisms. Moreover, we find that throughput performance does not monotonically decrease with increased mobility level. We have conducted in-depth research to furnish detailed analysis and explanations to what we have observed. We conclude that mobility is a double-edged sword for HSPA networks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first public report on a large scale empirical study on the performance of commercial mobile HSPA networks.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless communication networks have seen a large increase in popularity and capacity in real world deployment [11] . The recent High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) [2] , which is commonly referred to as 3.5G cellular standard, is conceived as a natural evolution of the existing Wideband CDMA (WCDMA, known as 3G). HSPA is a combination of High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and High Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA). It has emerged as one of the most dominant beyond-3G technologies and has been serving many regions and countries to support broadband applications.
Motivation
HSPA offers data rates up to 14.4 Mbps in downlink and 5.76 Mbps in uplink for stationary users. Therefore, stationary users can easily access broadband applications in most areas with good signal quality through HSPA [10] . Nevertheless, the most important advantage of wireless communication systems is to support users' mobility. Mobility is crucial in our daily life as it provides end users with flexibility and opportunities to easily connect with people world wide.
Many companies often adopt mobile data access to expand their business coverage, save time and improve productivity. The most common forms of mobility obviously include walking, driving and traveling via public transport. Passengers on public transport are more likely to entertain themselves via forthcoming mobile data access than people who are driving vehicles or walking. In Hong Kong, for instance, millions of people use public transport that traverses the city everyday. Many, virtually each, of these passengers own a mobile phone [1] . Among them, more and more have Smartphones and Netbooks. With these on-body small devices communicating over 3G and beyond networks, people can entertain themselves on the move using broadband applications such as YouTube [29] . They can also share live video captured by mobile phone cameras like Livecast [18] , or Veodia [25] . All these broadband applications require the upload and/or download of realtime multimedia contents, for which there is support available to stationary users [10] . But that is not always feasible when users are on the move.
Despite its importance, the performance of HSPA networks in the mobile environments has not been deeply investigated before in a large-scale operational network via on-site tests. Extensive efforts have been devoted to theoretically analyze network performance or merely to study general network performance [10] [16] [5] . The empirical study of WCDMA networks has been performed in stationary environments [24] , but this provides no information about the performance for mobile users. The performance of mobile HSPA remains highly unclear in practice, as radio conditions vary with different speeds, locations and time in a mostly unpredictable fashion. Hence, an extensive empirical study for mobile HSPA is needed to resolve these performance uncertainties.
Contributions
We have studied the performance of two largest commercial HSPA networks in Hong Kong with extensive field tests. Our tests cover virtually all possible mobile scenarios in urban areas -from land scenarios (e.g. buses) to sea scenarios (e.g. ferries) and from ground scenarios (e.g. trains) to underground scenarios (e.g. subways) -totaling over 100 km distance during a 3 months' period. We investigate their data throughput, round trip time (RTT), and packet loss rate under different network traffic loads and various traffic patterns. We also examine the behavior of network resource allocation mechanisms and the fairness of the radio-link schedulers in allocating the bandwidth resources to multiple data calls in a HSPA network. Here we present our findings and conclusions on a very high level:
First, we have confirmed with solid data and detailed analysis that mobility has largely negative impact on the performance of HSPA networks. Fast changing physical wireless environment and frequent handoffs both contribute to the degradation of overall HSPA service provisioning. In particular, we make the following two observations:
• Mobile HSPA performance is greatly different from static HSPA performance. We record a large spread of HSPA throughput (e.g., 0 kbps to 3500 kbps) and signal quality (-1 dBm to -32 dBm) for mobile User Equipments (UEs). In spite of the degradation, our data show that subways not only have the highest signal quality and coverage but also give the highest throughput among all mobile scenarios.
• We measure and report HSPA's performance in transitional regions. Handoffs, which normally happen in the transitional regions, are long thought to have been properly handled since the time of 2G networks. However they are still a major problem restricting the traffic volume of HSPA networks. We show that during a handoff, the service is virtually interrupted and the throughput of end users decreases to almost zero. Second, our field experiment results have shown several unexpected new findings and thereby exposed some misunderstandings commonly held for the HSPA networks: In short, we have concluded that mobility has both favorable and unfavorable impacts on the performance of HSPA, just like a double-edged sword. In order to gain better understanding and control of this blade, we have conducted in-depth research to furnish analysis and explanations to what we have observed later in this paper, in hope of exposing the fundamental tradeoffs in HSPA network implementation.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first public report on a large scale empirical study on the performance of commercial mobile HSPA networks. Our experimental results are useful for network planners/designers. They can plan better cell coverage to alleviate harmful transition from an already poor to a poorer cell. Moreover, they can improve network capability to address users' demands while they are mobile. Furthermore, they can change their network control policies to make themselves more competitive on the market. Our findings are also helpful to application developers in designing mobile buffering algorithm and uplink flow control to eliminate side effects of handoff. Application developers can use a more aggressive algorithm for mobile users to better utilize network resources based on the fact that mobility improves the fairness of bandwidth sharing.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We conduct a survey of related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we give a brief introduction of HSPA technologies. In Section 4, we describe our measurement methodology. In Section 5, 6 and 7, our experimental observations and analysis are presented. And Section 8 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
Many theoretical studies which are more useful for preliminary capacity approximation and network planning purposes are proposed in prior works. These works focus on HSDPA scheduling or performance evaluation by simulations [4] [19] [20] [26] [27] . However in real 3G and HSPA networks, the theoretical model is hard to formulate, especially in mobile environments.
There have also been quite a number of field measurement studies on operational 3G networks, CanoGarcia [8] and Pentikousis [22] mainly focus on the packet delay behaviour and goodput of pure data traffic under lightly-loaded scenarios respectively. And Tan [24] measures the data throughput and latency of live 3G (WCDMA) networks under saturated conditions, using a mixture of data, video and voice traffic, but which is just in stationary environments under WCDMA. Liu [17] presents an experimental characterization of the physical and MAC layers in CDMA 1xEV-DO and their impact on transport layer performance.
Derksen [10] presents the results of HSDPA measurements made in live, commercial networks supplied by Ericsson. But the paper just gives an average downlink throughput in mobile vehicle and not analyzes the factors impact on the performance. Litjens [16] presents a flow level performance evaluation of data transfer in a UMTS/HSDPA network with a principal focus on the performance impact of terminal mobility. But the experiments are carried out in an experimental setup and small scale in a cell. Arjona [5] gives an empirical study towards high quality VoIP in 3G and HSPA Networks. Arjona [6] evaluates the VoIP performance of the HSDPA netowrk and the proprietary FLASH-OFDM network in Finland. Kara [15] , Ruser [23] and Banitsas [7] evaluate the performance of video streaming in HSDPA networks in simple scenarios. Yao [28] gives an empirical study of bandwidth predictability in the mobile environments. The authors repeat trips along a 23km route in Sydney under typical driving conditions and measure bandwidth from two independent cellular providers implementing the popular HSDPA technology in two different peak access rates (1.8 and 3.6 Mbps). But they only investigate the bandwidth and examine download traffics.
HSPA BACKGROUND
HSPA networks are now in operation in many regions and countries around the world. It is commonly referred to as 3.5G and comprises two components, namely High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HS-DPA) and High Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA). HSDPA was standardized as part of 3GPP Release 5 in 2002. HSUPA then was included as part of 3GPP release 6 in 2004. HSPA is deployed on top of the WCDMA network so that it shares all the network elements in the core network and in the radio network. The upgrade from WCDMA to HSPA requires only new software packages and some new pieces of hardware in the base station to support higher data rate and capacity.
Different from WCDMA, HSDPA improves downlink performance using adaptive modulation and coding (AMC), fast packet scheduling at the base station, and fast retransmissions from the base station. A cell equipped with HSDPA can transmit up to 15 parallel High Speed Downlink Shared Channels (HS-DSCHs). All HS-DSCHs operate with a fixed spreading factor 16 . Modulation scheme and error protection overhead are adapted such that in good radio conditions the useful bit rate is very close to the physical layer rates for each HS-DSCH at 480 kbps using QPSK and 960 kbps using 16QAM. The theoretical maximum 14 Mbps HSDPA bit rate is derived from the simultaneous and continuous allocation of all 15 channels to one User Equipment operating under ideal radio conditions [3] .
Although their names are similar, HSDPA and HSUPA operate in different way. HSDPA is based on the rapid statistical multiplexing of a set of fixedrate downlink common channels on a cell, whereas HSUPA, more correctly called enhanced dedicated channel (E-DCH), is based on the enhancement of dedicated channels rather than of common channels (as is the case for HSDPA). Nevertheless, there are similarities between the systems. Like HSDPA, HSUPA also achieves higher data rates, primarily through rapid scheduling of resources, fast retransmissions and channel adaptation, but adds the possibility of using lower spreading factors. HSUPA theoretically has uplink speeds up to 5.76 Mbps under ideal radio conditions [3] .
MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY
We have performed our measurements over two major commercial HSPA networks in Hong Kong. In this section, we introduce the measurement routes, setup as well as metrics in details.
Measurement Routes
In our measurements, we have covered virtually all possible mobile scenarios in urban areas spreading from land to sea and surface ground to underground, including subways, trains, city buses, ferries and selfdriving vehicles. The trace map is shown in Fig. 1 . These kinds of mobile transport systems have different velocities, directions, traces and mostly cover all the popular places in Hong Kong. The characteristics of different types of transportation are as follow: Trains -They are on surface ground. Stations are sparsely distributed so that sometimes the trains are moving with speed up to 100kmh. They have average moving speed of 40kmh. We select East Line for carrying out the experiments is simply because it is the busiest line among train lines.
Subways -They are in underground. Stations are densely distributed so that the average moving speed is about 30kmh and the highest speed is 80kmh. We most frequently use Tsuen Wan line because it consists of both surface ground and underground stations, also a long harbor crossing tunnel.
Self-driving Vehicles & Buses -They are on surface ground too and move around open urban areas. The average moving speeds are about 50kmh and 30kmh respectively. We choose a bus route that cover urban roads and a highway, and then we follow the same route using a self-driving vehicle.
Ferries -They are of course in the sea and it has the highest average moving speed of 80kmh among four types of listed transportation. The ferry line we select is a regular transportation connecting Hong Kong and Macau.
Our main data come from train and subway lines, since they feature stable speed and constant traces. Measurements acquired on buses, ferries are used as complementary data and hence the reported results are combination of above mentioned transport modes. The speeds of railway (subways & trains) , buses and off-shore ferries average respectively 40kmh, 30kmh and 70kmh.
Measurement Setup
Our measurement setup is shown in Fig. 2 . We used a set of client-and-server programs to conduct such mobility experiments. The servers are PCs running Linux with Kernel 2.6.20. Two identical servers are separately hosted in City University of Hong Kong and a commercial data center to ensure the results will not be affected or biased by anything specific to one server and its path. We have also developed a set of data collection programs in C++ and Java, and data analyzing tools in C++ and MATLAB script. Our UEs include four laptops (Linux Kernel 2.6.20) equipped with four MC950D HSPA modems, two HTC G1 Smartphones, and two iPhone 3Gs. We have conducted three types of evaluations: download only, upload only and simultaneous download & upload. These three types can almost cover all kinds of our frequently used applications. Downloading communications typically occur with FTP transmissions and website browsing, while uploading communications are closely associated with file sharing or P2P services. For simultaneous download & upload communications, bidirectional sessions, such as video calling/conferencing and online gaming, are the most typical. These tests were done by sending bursts of data packets back-to-back from UEs to the servers via HSPA links and measuring throughput based on the inter-arrival times between packets in a burst. Table 1 illustrates the bit rates and packet sizes adopted in our experiments using both TCP and UDP. Servers and laptops use CUBIC variant of TCP implementation by default and HTC G1 Smartphones use TCP reno. However, TCP implementation for iPhone 3G is unknown to us but this should not affect our measurement result in general. We purposely choose different bit rates for emulating different types of forthcoming services including realtime light and bulky UDP data calls and non realtime light and bulky TCP data calls. Different packets are also used in order to find out the network behaviors due to various packet sizes. For example, 2048 kbps throughput has been intentionally used to maximize the cell's throughput so that we can determine the behavior of bandwidth sharing under saturated network.
We used throughput, round trip time (RTT) and loss rate of UDP traffic as primary metrics for comparison throughout this study because they are directly related with QoS of traffic sessions. Throughput is usually the first users' impression for perceiving the network performance since HSPA is usually claimed, but always fall short of, as mobile broadband access. But is it a sufficient indicator of the actual network performance? UDP's connectionless mechanism allows constant bit rate regardless of actual network condition so that its throughput is highly biased in comparison with that of TCP. When network is experiencing congestion, TCP's reliable transmission mechanism will refrain the terminal from sending too much to the congested network. In comparison, UDP keeps sending at original speed leading to potentially many packet losses. Therefore, when users want to learn more, RTT, which is referred to as application layer level round trip time, is often used to estimate the degree of network congestion. Less congested (smaller RTT) network path is capable of providing better QoS for certain types of services, e.g. VoIP.
Along with the metrics, we have also logged the Cell ID, as well as the E c /I o of the UEs, queried via AT commands, while the measurements were being conducted. Thus we can establish relationship between the HSPA performance data with the physical location and the cell information. Through cell information, many impacts of mobility on performance, such as handoffs between cell towers and signal fluctuation, can be observed more clearly. So it is possible for us to evaluate the impact level of different mobility-related features. The above method is not only applied to network saturation measurements, but also applied to throughput measurements under different traffic modes.
At the beginning of measurement, we calibrated our GPS receiver for logging the moving speed and tracks of the transport. We then checked the associated Cell ID of all UEs to make sure they are connected to the same cell. During the measurement, all UEs sat next to one another to ensure they have identical, at least very similar, test environment. For each test journey, half of UEs ran TCP tests and the other half ran UDP tests at the same packet size and bit rate setup. All tests have been carried out at off-peak hours so as to alleviate the impact of background traffic to the tests and vice versa.
GENERAL IMPACT OF MOBILITY
Mobile HSPA performance is very different from static HSPA. As was stated in Section 1.2, we record a large spread of HSDPA bit rates (Fig. 3 ) and signal quality (Fig. 4) because the HSPA UEs pass through a variety of dynamic and unpredictable radio conditions along the different mobility routes. Fig. 3 depicts CDF of mobile HSPA throughput under various mobile scenarios for both Operator A and Operator B. It manifests that the maximum achievable bit rate for downlink is 3500 kbps and 1400 kbps for uplink. It also shows that stationary UEs have throughput falling into a certain short range while mobile UEs have wide spread of throughput. Nonetheless, the recorded throughput for mobile UEs mainly falls into less than 2000 kbps in downlink and less than 600 kbps in uplink, which are far lower than those of static environments. Particularly, there are incredibly high, about 10% to 20% of the time, UEs would experience no throughput at all in all mobile environments compared with less than 4% in stationary environments.
The signal quality for different transport means are shown in Fig. 4 . We find that UEs in all mobile scenarios have signal quality spreading from -1 dBm (very good) to -32 dBm (no signal) but rarely have signal quality spreading range more than 5 dBm in stationary environments.
One point to mention is that we are aware that normally the signal quality is often measured by average HS-DSCH signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SIN R) [12] as shown in Equation 1:
where SF 16 is the HS − P DSCH spreading factor of 16, P HS−DSCH is the received power summing over all active physical shared channel codes, I or is the received own-cell interference, α is the downlink orthogonality factor, I oc is the received other cell interference, and N 0 is the received noise power. Nevertheless, we employ another commonly used metric, the ratio of received pilot energy over-the-air (It is often used to check coverage levels. It should be highest near the tower, declining to a minimum level at the handoff point.), E c , to total received energy or the total power spectral density, I o , which is essentially equal to I or + I oc + N 0 . So, as an alternative to SINR we employ this metric in our paper to indicate the quality of the received signal in the cellular network.
Interestingly, CDF of mobile HSPA throughput (Fig. 3) and PDF of signal quality (Fig. 4) turn out to converge on one common phenomenon. Both figures show that subways conspicuously have the best performance among all selected mobile scenarios. Meanwhile, all other open area mobilities surprisingly have very close (i.e. similar performance) CDF of mobile HSPA throughput and PDF of signal quality curves. Fig. 3 illustrates that overall throughput for UEs in subways apparently outperform those in other mobility situations as subways has the closest CDF with stationary one. On the other hand, despite the fact that open space mobilities such as trains, buses and ferries have larger differences with stationary one, they surprisingly have nearly overlapped CDF of throughput in both operators' network. More interestingly, PDF of mobility signal quality matches strongly with CDF Fig. 4 , subways has the highest good signal quality coverage of 92% of the journey compared with only 76%, 68% and 58% (fairly close) on trains, buses and ferries respectively for Operator A. Likewise in Operator B, subways also have 85% good signal coverage compared with 67%, 72% as well as 63% (very close) on trains, buses and ferries respectively.
The similarity among CDF of mobile HSPA throughput and PDF signal quality evidently provides us a hint that there exists a fundamental difference between of underground and surface ground network. The distinct difference is due to different transmission media in use. Open areas are mainly covered by normal cell radio as electromagnetic (EM) wave can propagate efficiently from cell tower to end user UEs at sufficiently low cost. Nevertheless, all subways stations are covered by leaky cables in tubes because EM wave can not be efficiently transmitted through tunnels. Thus, the leaky cables, though the cost is higher, are purposely used to guide and radiate EM wave from station into the tubes to avoid underground communication blind spot and also to provide a highly optimized underground radio coverage.
It is commonly expected that cellular throughput performance decreases with increased mobility because cellular throughput performance is affected by cell reselection and routing area update procedures, particularly for fast-moving UEs. Increasing mobility levels will lead to a higher number of cell reselections and routing area updates, and will also increase the amount of packet outage time. Our data appear to align with this common view firstly because the data has demonstrated that mobility deteriorates HSPA throughput performance on average. However, in above context our data have also pointed out degradation of signal quality, Ec/Io, is the major cause of throughput performance degradation, meaning that mobility degrades signal quality and thus the throughput performance. Therefore, there is inadequate evidence for telling whether mobility level, i.e. velocity, plays a significant role in such throughput degradation in HSPA networks.
To justify the mobility level's impact on the throughput performance at user application level, we have torn down the throughput of one typical train's trace, for into different mobility levels with interval of 10 km/h for each level, as it is shown in Fig. 5 . We separated throughput at static scenario, i.e. when train stops at stations, for comparison. The figure clearly shows that, in terms of end user's mobile devices, mobility level does not affect average throughput performance because the averaged throughput does not monotonically decrease with increased mobility level. For example in Fig. 5a , downlink throughput at 40 km/h is apparently better than that at 30 km/h (similar phenomenon can also be observed in Fig. 5b) . We have also noticed in the figure that throughput at 100 km/h for Operator B is comparable to when train stays static. During the whole journey, trains can only reach at 100 km/h or above when they travel in between of two distantly separated stations (Fan Lin ↔ Tai Wo and Tai Po Market ↔ University) which results in fewer samples being collected for moving speed over 100 km/h. Moreover, while train is commuting in between of these stations, UEs generally have better signal quality as the radio condition is more outstanding and stable in open areas. These are the reasons for seeing comparably good throughput performance at 100 km/h group.
Although increased mobility level leads to increased number of cell reselections, network designers have mitigated this problem using Hierarchical Cell Structure (HCS). In this structure, large cells guarantee continuous coverage, while small cells are necessary to achieve good spectrum efficiency. Small range cells are used by low mobility UEs, while high range cells serve high mobility UEs. Hence this scheme effectively reduces service terminations rate caused by frequent handoffs during UEs' mobility. Meanwhile, since HSPA bit rate can adapt quickly to the different radio conditions (Transmission Time Interval, TTI 2ms), even in mobility the rapid change of environment leads to instantaneous poorer radio condition, the throughput rebounds immediately in next scheduling cycle if the UE gets scheduled and it sees better signal quality. To this extent, data rate during mobility is only slightly affected by mobility level but is dominated by signal quality those UEs experienced at the moment.
In most cases, stationary users deliberately choose spots where their devices can retain good reception signal. That means stationary UEs have better average signal quality which leads to higher average throughput because they are less vulnerable to sudden degradation of signal quality as compared with mobility scenarios.
MOBILITY IMPACT ON BANDWIDTH SHAR-ING
Mobility hurts the general performance of HSPA networks. However, our experiment data reveal that in some cases, mobility does help some aspects of the networking functionalities in HSPA networks. In this section, we explore the useful side of this two-edged sword.
Bandwidth Sharing among Users
Bandwidth sharing is more discussed together with scheduling or call admission. It is not straightforward to link bandwidth sharing directly with mobility. People may think that the dynamic and unpredictable mobile environment will further aggravate the unfairness of bandwidth allocation among users. However, this is not true. In fact, we have observed that the bandwidth sharing is not as fair as expected in stationary HSPA environment, while mobility actually improves the fairness of bandwidth sharing among users, though it also introduces a plenty of side effects on link performance.
In stationary environment, we observed that a single UE is more likely to occupy most of available bandwidth and leave only a little portion for other UEs. For example, in Fig. 6a, UE2 has throughput at about 2Mbps during 60% of all the time, but UE1, within the same time period, has throughput averagely distributed from 1.3Mbps to 2Mbps. In the static scenario of Fig. 6 , the bandwidth allocation is not fair both in the uplink and downlink directions. The behavior somehow violates HSPA bandwidth allocation mechanism, because if UEs were placed in a similar environment, each of them should have had the equal chance to get served by Node B. On the contrary, The improvement can be seen from the Fig. 6b that all UEs have no apparent advantages over one another when moving, though sometime one of them would have no granted bandwidth, but other UEs had equal chance to have the highest bandwidth granted.
There are some scheduling algorithms can be ap- plied to HSPA (both downlink and uplink) according to design requirements. Scheduling the user with the best instantaneous radio link conditions is often referred to as max-C/I scheduling [9] . This scheduling algorithm maximize system capacity because the scheduled one will typically have high data rate. Mathematically, the max-C/I scheduler can be expressed as scheduling user k given by
where R i is the instantaneous data rate for user n. Obviously, max-C/I scheduling is beneficial for cell throughput but it in turn results in unfair scheduling among UEs. Assuming there is a UE locating far away from the base station or bad radio environments, apparently the UE can hardly get scheduled as it could never have best instantaneous C/I among peers, starving for getting scheduled. Round-robin schedules users turn by turn without considering the instantaneous channel conditions. Although round-robin strikes perfect fairness among all users, it also biases UEs seeing good channel quality leading to lower overall system throughput.
Therefore, a scheduler which takes advantages of both round-robin and max-C/I is more desirable. In other words, the scheduler should utilize fast variations in channel conditions as much as possible while still satisfying some degree of fairness [9] . Consequently, a proportional-fair scheduler is initially proposed in [13] [14] . Mathematically, the user is scheduled according to
where R n is the instantaneous bit rate for user n and R n is the average bit rate for user n. The average is calculated over a certain averaging period T P F which is typically set to be in the order of one second. Simply put, this scheduler selects users according to their instantaneous channel quality relative to average channel conditions. As a result, users with best instantaneous are not necessarily privileged. So which scheduler is being used in examined HSPA networks? Our data initially point to max-C/I as we have seen large degree of throughput unfairness among static testing UEs. Nevertheless, max-C/I starves UEs with poor C/I, and this is not the case because we have witness that UEs having poor C/I can also get served by Node-B, of course, with poor throughput as well. Hence, it is highly possible that proportional-fair is in use as it compromises system throughput and fairness.
Assuming PF is in services, the numerator R n of Equation 3 changes rapidly by chance in mobility which means each UE should have equal chance to have high or low R n . As we know that randomness results in fair allocation of network resources only when time limitations are not considered. In PF scheduling algorithm T P F is typically set to be in the order of one second which is remarkably long compared with 2ms TTI of HSPA networks. Therefore it is highly possible that fairer level of bandwidth sharing can be archived in mobility. Moreover, the scheduling algorithm is of base station to base station basis, so that the decisions made by one base station would not propagate to next cell for the cell change due to handoff, that means decision maker changes from time to time and thus eventually results in fairer decisions.
We have calculated the auto-correlations and crosscorrelations of the signal quality for all UEs in a period of over 20 minutes to see similarity of signal quality between UEs. Mathematically, the crosscorrelation, also called covariance, is defined as:
Cross-correlation is a measure of similarity between two signal sequences. It is a function of time. If a similar pattern occurs in the two sequences, a spike will appear in the cross-correlation function. For two constant signal sequences, their cross-correlation will turn out to be a triangle. The farther the crosscorrelation shape deviates from the perfect triangle, the larger difference and irregularity the two signal sequences display.
Autocorrelation is a special case of the crosscorrelation. It correlates the signal sequence with itself. If a repeated pattern keeps occurring, a spike will appear at the time point of period, as well as its multiples, in the auto-correlation function.
Eq. 5 is a probabilistic version of "normalized" auto-correlation. As we do not know the exact form of the signal, we can only correlate it probabilistically, and the variances in the numerator are the normalizing factor.
The results illustrated in Fig. 7 show that when static, both UEs see almost the same signal quality over the time span and the cross-correlations between UE1 and UE2 is a nearly perfect triangle, which means that their relative value does not change. However, in mobility, there are much 'noises' for all auto-correlations and cross-correlations figures. Auto-correlations normally see a 5% − 20% fluctuation compared to their static counterpart, and crosscorrelations a 10%−30% fluctuation. The results imply that the radio environment is changing very fast, so an UE can hardly keep its dominancy in a cell due to unstable radio signals and ensuing failed transmissions.
Bandwidth Sharing among Traffic Flows
There are different types of traffic flows in HSPA networks, e.g., TCP and UDP flows. As mobility introduces dynamic changes to the fundamental physical environment of end users, all these flows are expected to suffer deterioration caused by mobility. But do all the flows experience the same influence?
At first sight, mobility's impact will not differentiate between high level traffic, e.g., transport layer flows. However, our data point in another direction. Through studying the RTT distribution of TCP/UDP flows, we have found unexpectedly that TCP flows see better performance during mobility. It compensates for TCP's disadvantage in competing with UDP traffic, especially in heavy load scenarios. From Fig.  8 , we can see all mobile CDF curves lie to the left of static CDF curves. Though the RTT improvement is marginal, yet it still contradicts the common sense that unstable mobile wireless environment will 'slow down' all flow traffic. In order to account for this, we need to look at the other major category of flows in the network, the UDP flows.
First point to observe regarding UDP flows is that the UDP packets return much slower than TCP packets. From Fig. 8 , we can see that almost all TCP packets can return within 2.5 seconds. But for UDP packets, it takes at least 5 seconds for 95% of them to return. In extreme mobile cases, the RTT of some packets can even reach 50 seconds. This is not the case in traditional static networks, as TCP imposes stricter acknowledgement and flow control strategy. We figure out that, besides scheduling difference, the flow control functionality of TCP protocol helps to prevent too much traffic pouring in the network, thus avoiding relatively long delays, as experienced in UDP traffic. In Fig. 9 , we plot the average TCP traffic and UDP traffic pumped into the wireless channel. The figure shows TCP traffic is much constrained and adaptive to the channel condition, while UDP traffic keeps pumping almost the same amount of data regardless of the channel condition, resulting in much poorer performance of UDF traffic than TCP traffic. Our second observation regarding UDP flows is that the UDP RTT degrades significantly in the mobile scenarios. In Operator A's network, RTT of over 15% UDP packets exceeds 40 seconds. In Operator B's network, the average mobile RTT is nearly 1 seconds longer than their static counterparts.
In a wireless network, TCP and UDP traffic coexist. But due to the unconstrained nature of UDP, UDP flows normally eat up the majority of the bandwidth, if the total volume is high. So TCP flows are in a great disadvantage when competing for bandwidth. However, in mobile scenarios, the efficiency of UDP flows dramatically deteriorates, leaving more space for TCP flows to get in. This enhances the fairness in bandwidth sharing between TCP and UDP flows in HSPA networks. We also notice that TCP traffic is normally related to webpage browsing and corresponds to the Interactive QoS class, where the traffic amount is not large and accurate transmission is vital. UDP traffic is more tailored for real time services, such as streaming and conversational, where certain percentage of packet loss can be well tolerated. So given limited bandwidth in HSPA networks, it is reasonable to guarantee the prioritized handling of TCP flows.
Finally, it is also worth mentioning that the RTT graphs disclose the scheduling strategies employed by the operators regarding TCP and UDP traffic. With mobility, the RTTs vary more dramatically, and exhausting all possible scheduling strategies applied to different round trip lag time. We made our conjectures on the Node-B and provider scheduling strategy based on the following two points: 1, we deliberately select off-peak time to carry out our measurement, so it is reasonable to assume that there is no other traffic for our connected base station in most of the time; 2, we believe that the RTT statistics, which are based on a large amount of samples, can fairly represent the buffer time at the base station.
In general, there are four types of QoS classes in HSPA networks, i.e., conversational, streaming, inter- active and background. Different scheduling strategy is applied to these classes. In each scheduling strategy, a utility function U n (r n ) is defined, where n denotes a particular HSDPA user and rn is the average throughput for the nth user. The objective of the scheduling algorithm is to find a selection n * , such that
Here, M n denotes metric, d n is the instantaneous data rate that HSDPA user number n can support in the next TTI. The RTT CDF of TCP traffic in Fig. 8 complies with the features of proportional fair queue scheduling [21] . We can write the metric and the utility functions as U n = log(r n ), M n = d n /r n . The curve grows gradually without abrupt changes. However, for UDP traffic, the service providers apply different scheduling algorithms to meet their own needs. Operator B is more tolerant towards UDP traffic, for it schedules these traffic with relatively high efficiency. But Operator A differentiates between different types of UDP traffic. 80% of the traffic can pass within 20 seconds. However, some of the lowpriority packets do not get scheduled until after a long time. But around the 50th second, a modified largest weighted delay first (M-LWDF) scheduling is likely to be used. The M-LWDF aims to achieve
where Di indicates the Head of Line (HOL) packet delay of user i, T i represents the delay bound, which is set to around 50 seconds, and δ i is the allowed percentage of discarded packets, which is set to a very low value near zero.
MOBILITY IMPACT IN TRANSITIONAL RE-GIONS
Frequent handoffs and rapid change of radio environments, which often happen in transitional regions and always result in poor data throughput to UEs, usually exist in the event of mobility. Handoff is an natural procedure when the UE is moving away from the area covered by one cell and entering the area covered by another cell, the call is transferred to the second cell in order to avoid call termination when the phone gets outside the range of the first cell.
Although much effort has been paid for guaranteeing service continuity for handoff since the time of introduction of 2G cellular network, the same feature seems not truly available for mobile HSPA data traffic. Fig. 10a shows a instantaneous sample of HSDPA TCP throughput for a mobile UE. Fig. 10b is about the E c /I o value before and after the changes of cell ID. Despite the fact that handoff can be easily identified when the UE reports the change of cell ID, it can not be readily seen in Fig. 10b . We understand that E c /I o values have to be always smaller or equal to 0, in order to visualize it more clearly, we show the handoff as oscillations between positive and negative values. That means, changing from +ve region to -ve region (or vice versa) is an indication that UE left the original cell with a certain E c /I o value and now entered another cell with new E c /I o value (i.e. handoff). Hence, from Fig. 10 , we see that TCP throughput drops sharply when handoff happens. By analyzing all logged handoff events from combination of subway, train, ferry and bus, we also show in Fig. 11 the CDF of average TCP throughput with and without handoffs. Fig. 11 intuitively depicts that handoffs generally induces 50% reduction in throughput since while UEs are experiencing handoff the throughput often drops and rebounds quickly. However, the peak throughput is only about 30% of that without handoff. At the moment handoff is being conducted, the link is temporarily lost. Consequently some packets are lost or the returning acknowledgment packets are delayed. Either case will cause TCP mechanism to prolong its retransmission timer and decrease its transmission windows size resulting in reduced throughput for longer interval. This situation persists until the logical link is reestablished and signal quality rebound to acceptable level. As for UDP, we also observed longer RTT and larger loss, both are at least doubled, during handoff period because UDP do not employ reliable flow control mechanism like TCP.
We also observe that UEs undergoing ping-pong effect have even worse performance than in handoff. The end users may not be aware of the temporary service unavailability for delay-tolerant services like From our experiments, we find that the handoffs happening on fast-moving transport vehicles can also result from sudden strong fading or interference. As we can see from Fig. 12 that almost every handoff comes with a large slump of E c /I o . It is worth noting that a large proportion, namely around 30% in Fig. 12 , of the new base stations after handoffs also have low E c /I o . It implies that the general wireless condition at that time is very bad. In fact, none of the base station can satisfy the QoS requirement of the UE. However, the handoff still takes place, which does not help a lot under these situations. So it is recommended that the handoff functionality be turned off when the UE is virtually screened or shadowed, until there is a solid chance that it may be connected to a base station with signal quality good enough.
After handoffs, UE normally connects to a base station with substantially better signal quality, i.e., with higher E c /I o value. However, it is not always the case. Fig. 13 shows the E c /I o immediately before and after each handoff. From Fig. 13 , we can see the E c /I o of the new base stations are statistically better than the original base stations by 10dBm, which is a remarkable improvement for better QoS. But as is shown in Fig. 14 , almost 30% of all the handoffs do not end up with a better base stations. This contradicts the basic principle of handoff. We find two reasons to justify this phenomena. First, the wireless signals varies quickly over time, so that the UE made a wrong handoff decision based on outdated E c /I o information. Second, the handoff decision during high mobility does not depend only on the reading of E c /I o . Because a fast moving UE may frequently enter or exit different cells with varying traffic volume. So the handoff decision must also take into account the consideration of packet scheduling and admission control. A good base station candidate may reject a UE due to a bursty high traffic, so the UE must connect with another poorer base station, as it has left the original cell.
Another interesting finding worth mentioning is that in underground subways we have far less hand- offs than on surface ground trains due to the benefit of leaky cable coverage. Our data shows that, for the same distance journey, number of handoffs recorded in subways is about half of that of on trains. As a result, end users can have more satisfactory realtime service experience on subways.
CONCLUSION
We have designed and performed a large-scale empirical study on the mobility performance of two largest commercial HSPA networks in Hong Kong. We report our data and discuss the unexpected findings in HSPA network and their corresponding causes with details. Interestingly, mobility turns out to be a double-edged sword. Although it generally degrades HSPA services, mobility surprisingly improves some aspects of networking performance, such as fairness in bandwidth allocation among users and traffic flows. We also note that the communication characteristics in HSPA transitional regions are very complicated, so more intelligent handoff algorithms are needed for seamless service provisioning. As our future work, we plan to research into the performance of real networking applications on 3G Smartphones. As Smartphones, which are seamlessly bound to 3G wireless networks, are gaining more and more popularity, a lot of networking problems emerge and call for further studies.
